BUSINESS
INSIGHT
SUPPORT
SYSTEM
Immediate situational
awareness to empower
quick decisions.

Threats in cyberspace have become more pervasive than ever. Perhaps one of the most
important things to understand about cyberspace is that it is constantly changing. Hackers
learn those changes and when a vulnerability is found, they attempt to capitalize on it. If the
vulnerabilities aren’t addressed quickly, data networks may be gravely damaged, sensitive data
may be compromised, or both.
This means that IT departments are now challenged with understanding the disposition of their
networks at a moment’s notice. In an attempt to achieve this knowledge, multiple tools are
deployed across enterprise networks in hopes of gaining insight into network health and status.
Having capable tools that report pertinent information is a great start, but how do you collate
the data from these different tools into useful information that can guide your decision making
around network security? WWT can help.

OUR SOLUTION
Software tools that deal with asset management, security policy compliance, endpoint health
and status, and application vulnerability assessment can run on many disparate applications.
WWT developed a Business Insight Support System that ties output from software solutions
into one web-based portal, functioning as a single touch point for all network security data. This
same functionality is available via mobile application as well. In addition, we’ve implemented
role-based access controls to allow certain functionality to be relegated to power users.
WWT’S BUSINESS INSIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM CAN:

GET STARTED TODAY
Whether you are looking for general
information or have a specific
question regarding enterprise
security, we want to help. Contact
us today to learn how our Business
Insight Support System can improve
your security posture.
1-800-432-7008 • www.wwt.com
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Improve and increase situational awareness regarding network status and health
Reduce the complexities of correlating multiple data streams
Reduce the time needed to gather status data
Improve your threat response time
Achieve immediate visibility needed make informed business decisions
Quickly identify, analyze and remediate security vulnerabilities
Increase collaboration among teams
Maximize investment by leveraging existing security technology

INTEGRATED ENDPOINT SECURITY ARCHITECTURE STRATEGY
This solution is driven by our Integrated Endpoint Security Architecture (IESA) approach. One of
the five pillars of WWT’s IESA strategy is presentation. This pillar focuses on the ability to show
operational status of an enterprise architecture in a manner that provides the correct amount of
information at any given point. Presenting operational status enriched with data correlation and
analytics improves the functional relationship between operators and decision makers.
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